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About This Game

The peaceful village of the sorceress clan is attacked by savage barbarians and terrifying monsters. Their goal is to reach the
tower and kidnap young, beautiful virgins. As one of the sorceresses, you must stop them and save your wards.

Key features:
Fully three-dimensional and interactive world with plenty of detail and an extensive system of environmental destruction. Day
and night system with dynamic lighting. With a virtual reality headset and controllers, you can immerse yourself fully in this

fantastic, magical world and decide about the fate of your wards.
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Gameplay is based on casting spells with hand gestures, capturing items and summoning sorceresses using VR controllers. We
receive gold and experience points for completed levels. The currencies awarded give the opportunity to develop your character
by adding new abilities and improvements. The game is divided into various lands, and levels with various degrees of difficulty.

The skills of the character are varied. Starting with spells like a basic fireballs and small lightning bolts ending with huge
meteors and powerful elements. In addition, you have a crew of wizards to help out with different styles and techniques of

attack.
The opponents require us to use different tactics. Powerful bosses can not be overcome as easily as ordinary barbarians or

goblin clusters. Clusters of attackers will come from land, water or air to capture the virgins at all costs.
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Title: Don't Touch My Virgin
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Spectral Games
Publisher:
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